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Introduction to Omicron
As I'm sure you all know,

there is a new variant of covid-19 around the world known as Omicron. Omicron is a

variant that was found in South Africa on November 26, 2021 and has now started

spreading worldwide. The UK found their first case on November 27, 2021 and was later

found in the US on December 1st, 2021. Today, we are going to discuss ongoing issues



regarding this new variant. Under this, you can see the UK travel rules that were updated

on December 5, 2021:

Watch This Video

Omicron: Not just the 15th letter of the Greek alphabet

What is Omicron and where did it come from?

a) Omicron is a mutant variant of Covid 19 which was first discovered in South

Africa earlier this year.

How is Omicron different from the other variants of Covd?

a) As Omicron is a mutant variant it is more likely to spread and invade the immune

system.and has officially been classed as a VoC (variant of concern) by the World

Health Organisation. Infections of Omicron are still likely even if you are fully

vaccinated.

How do mutations affect the virus?



a) Scientists have discovered mutations within the proteins of the virus making it

hard for antibodies to neutralize the virus. The mutations affect how the virus

behaves and spreads. Researchers are concerned the mutations may affect the

severity of the virus.

How to prevent Omicron spreading:

As I'm sure you have all heard, the best way to prevent the spread of this virus in general
is to wear a mask, wash our hands and keep an appropriate distance. We as a
community need to do our part in order to gain any sense of normality. We are fortunate
enough to have amazing researchers and professionals trying to cure this pandemic, but
they can only successfully do their part if we do ours. Even if you have to go out of your
way to keep a distance or you are feeling annoyed over the fact that we have to wear
masks, remember that through these simple actions we could potentially be saving
lives.

Immunisation = Prevention

Another way to ensure the prevention of spreading through communities is through

immunisation. This is done through the vaccine. Vaccines are dead or weakened cells of

the pathogen you are trying to be immune from. Once the vaccine is injected, our

immune system (specifically the white blood cells) recognise that it is not a cell from

the body. White blood cells start producing antitoxins and antibodies to destroy the

pathogen. White blood cells then form memory cells so that if the body is later exposed

to the pathogen again, it can destroy it before we even feel the symptoms. This is what

the Covid-19 vaccine is trying to accomplish. If we all have the vaccine, then we can all

become immune to this virus. This is known as Herd Immunity and is extremely

beneficial as it protects the community.


